Training experiments
with the goldfish at 1500 Hz. by MOULTON & DIXON (1967) provide some evidence that also the pars inferior might be involved in a directional response (tail flip reflex) via the Mauthner cell mechanism.
For the comparison of experiments in directional hearing the frequency is very important.
There are indications that above a certain frequency teleost fish with a swimbladder are sensitive to sound pressure: according to training experiments of CAHN et al. (1969) with grunts (Haemulon spec.) this holds for tones of 400 Hz (> 200 Hz). ENGER & ANDERSON (1967) showed that the microphonic potentials in the labyrinth of the cod (Gadus morhua L.) depend only on the sound pressure. DIJKGRAAF (1950) , in training experiments combined with bilateral labyrinthectomy, has demonstrated that Gobius niger reacts to sound at frequencies over 480 Hz by the pars inferior only. An inherent sensitivity of the maculae to motion seems likely whereby the swimbladder responds nearly non-directional as a secondary vibration source (breathing mode of the gasbladder).
The vibration of the swimbladder presents equal forced vibrations to both ears (see also ALEXAN-* Near field phenomena do not propagate like the simultaneously produced sound waves, because low frequency sources can act like pumps that cause predominantly oscillatory fluid currents in their vicinity.
